DidyTai®
Carrying Instruction

Only use this carrier for
children between
3,5 kg and 16 kg.
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General Notes
Starting position for all carrying methods

Adjust the Width

1
IUse the drawstring
that you can see in the
middle of the DidyTai
to adjust the bottom
width that fits your
child best.

3

2
Place the DidyTai
in front of you
making sure that the
drawstring is on the
outside.

Position your baby on
the DidyTai and ..

4
… place the bottom
straps of the DidyTai
over your child’s legs.
By drawing the string
adjust the base of the
DidyTai so that the fabric
spreads from one knee
to the other.

5
Secure the drawstring
by way of a double
knot or double bow to
maintain this correct
width.

Tips

The crossed straps should
pass above the “peplum”
(the bottom edge of the
body of the DidyTai).

Comfortable option for
heavier babies: Pass the
shoulder shaps OVER
baby’s legs. Cross the
straps and pass them
again under baby’s legs
to the front. For all carries!
For smaller babies we
recommend to pass the
shoulder straps UNDER
baby‘s legs.

For all carries we
recommend spreading
the fabric wide across
your back.
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Front Carry
from birth

1 Tie the bottom straps

2 Position your baby at

3 Pull the DidyTai body

4 While supporting your

5 Cross the straps at

6 Make sure not to twist

7 Hold the straps firmly

8 Push baby‘s knees

of the DidyTai around
your waist. The adjusting
drawstrings are on the
outside.

your back and bring them
around to the front. BE
SURE to support your baby
with your free hand.

your front.

the straps, and then
pull them tightly. Spread
the fabric (of the straps)
around your shoulders.

up over your b
 aby‘s back.
Slide your baby into the
pouch.

while you pass them
under your baby‘s legs.
Cross underneath his / her
bottom and bring the
straps behind you where
you will tie your knot.

baby with one hand,
bring both straps up, one
over each shoulder.

up and his / her bottom
down to settle into the
base of the DidyTai. Your
baby‘s knees should
be higher than his / her
bottom.

9 Pull the headrest up to

support your baby‘s head
as she / he falls asleep.
Adjust the drawstrings as
needed.
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Back Carry
When your child has good head control

1 Tie the DidyTai around

2 Bring the DidyTai up

3 Pass the rear shoulder

4 Now, slide your baby

5 Bring the second

6 Now place both straps

7 Pull the straps one at

8 Cross the straps over

9 Bring the straps back

10 Push up your baby‘s

11 Pull the headrest up to

your waist, with its body
hanging over your hip
(Tip 8). Place your baby
on your hip.

shoulder strap to the
front, over your second
shoulder.

under your baby‘s legs.
Cross the straps under
baby’s bottom and guide
them under her/his legs
again around to the
front.

over your baby‘s back,
and spread the fabric
fully.

between your knees and
hold securely while you
bend forward and reach
behind you to centre
your baby in the DidyTai.

knees and settle her/his
bottom into the base of the
DidyTai. Ensure that baby‘s
knees are higher than his/
her bottom.

strap across your back
and up over the opposite
shoulder. Always support
baby!

a time and tighten the
fabric strand by strand,
making the DidyTai body
snug against your baby.

around onto your back.
Hold the shoulder strap
securely. Continue to
support your baby.

your chest. C
 ontinue to
hold the straps firmly.

support baby’s head as
she/he falls asleep.
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